M.D. FREIDMAN

MARK T. KREGER

JANUARY - MARCH

APRIL - MAY

RECEPTION: FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 1
6 - 8 P.M.

RECEPTION: FRIDAY, APRIL 26
6 - 8 P.M.

ABOUT THE WORK:

ABOUT THE WORK:

This artwork shares a circle within a square format and is designed to allow your

My paintings often depict adolescents - my students - trapped in the vastness of an

eyes to wander but it will always draw them back to center, much the same way

overwhelming existence. It is my belief when we are young, we are more vulnerable

that a mantra does in meditation. Sacred geometry and numerological elements as

and susceptible to influences that unknowingly strip away opportunity, individuality,

well as color, symmetry and repetition are used to “tune” each painting to promote

equality, choice and freedom. These influences support the framework for elite

balance in specific energy fields in the human body and associated organs and

ideological regimes. The byproduct of this is inequality, poverty, fear, isolation,

tissues. Subtle interplay of these elements creates a different experience for every

violence, displacement and loneliness. The majority of my paintings are a specific

viewer, and each viewer can experience something new every time they interact

snap shot, if you will, of a chosen student’s life, but also resonate and are

with the artwork. The Visual Mantra Collection by digital artist, M. D. Friedman, is

connected to larger aforementioned issues that affect all of us. My hope is when

mandala-themed art created with specific healing intent. The idea for this

these works are seen in most of their entirety, they will reflect back to the viewer a

collection grew out of M. D.’s Cranial Sacred® psychoactive music project to create

sense of dignity, courage, advocacy and ultimately support for an ascension beyond

healing music and videos. Please see www.cranialsacred.com to learn more.

what they portray and the underpinnings of a more equitable existence for all of us.

2019
CONCEPTUAL
ARTICULATION
Works by Jerry and Jay Jaramillo

Shows and Receptions.
ALL RECEPTIONS ARE FREE AND TAKE PLACE AT THE
THORNTON ARTS & CULTURE CENTER.

JUNE - JULY

RECEPTION: FRIDAY, JULY 26
6 - 8 P.M.

9209 Dorothy Blvd.

FOUR FLAVORS
OF ART

Works by members of the
Broomfield Art Guild

AUGUST - SEPTEMBER

RECEPTION: FRIDAY, AUGUST 23
6 - 8 P.M.

ABOUT THE WORK:

ABOUT THE WORK:

"Conceptual Articulation" is an art exhibition that features a culmination of four

This is a community collaboration exhibition. We are members of the Broomfield Art

decades of multi-media sculptures and expressionistic work by Jerry Jaramillo as

Guild and our disciplines include a pastelist, watercolorist, photographer and oil

well as the artistic evolution of Jay Michael Jaramillo.

painter.

Our idea is to showcase, through the use of four different mediums, that artistic joy
and vision can connect with the viewer in any medium.

